






On Behalf of Major General Michael C. McCurry, Commanding General, U.S. Army Aviation Center of 
Excellence and Fort Novosel MWR, we would like to welcome you to the 10th Annual Army Aviation Industry 
Days here on Fort Novosel.   

After a highly successful expo in 2022, Fort Novosel is excited to host Aviation Industry Days once again. 
This year’s event welcomes over 400 industry participants and over 50 exhibits that include experts from 
across this great nation and showcases some of the latest and greatest in aviation technology.

Booths and static displays will be open to the public beginning Wednesday at 0830 and will remain open 
until 1630, and Thursday from 0830 until 1230. We have an impressive schedule of briefings that include 
leaders, experts, and some of the top minds in Military and Civilian Aviation. Briefings and discussion panels 
will begin Wednesday at 0830 at the Post Theater and are scheduled at various times throughout the day 
concluding at 1500. Briefings will resume on Thursday at The Landing inside the “LZ” at 0900 and will 
conclude at 1230. 

While Aviation Industry Days is all about Honoring the Past and Transforming the Future of Aviation, there 
will be time for some fun and opportunities to socialize with colleagues in a more relaxed environment. The 
first of our social events is scheduled on Tuesday evening at the U.S. Army Aviation Museum beginning at 
1700. The Aviation Museum maintains a collection of over 160 military aircraft, including one of the largest 
collections of military helicopters in the world. Approximately 50 beautifully restored, historic and one-of-
a-kind aircraft, are proudly displayed both inside the Museum’s 70,000 square feet of exhibit space and 
outside on the Museum’s grounds. 

The second of our social events will be held on the expo floor inside The Landing Ballroom on Wednesday 
evening at 1700. The Landing is our premier banquet and event facility which also houses Welcome Home 
Catering, the catering service that will be providing the food and beverage services throughout Industry 
Days. In addition, a Coffee Zone serving Starbucks is located inside the facility for your convenience. 

Whether you are an attendee, participant, sponsor, or partner of this year’s Aviation Industry Days we would 
like to thank you for your support of the United States Army Aviation Center of Excellence, its Soldiers, and 
their Families here on Fort Novosel.
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Advanced Helicopter ServicesAdvanced Helicopter Services ................................... ...................................1818
ADVANCED HELICOPTER SERVICES (AHS) bring together a talented team of ADVANCED HELICOPTER SERVICES (AHS) bring together a talented team of 
technicians with over 100 years of combined experience in helicopter support & technicians with over 100 years of combined experience in helicopter support & 
services. Delivering global field support, avionic integrations & upgrades, OEM services. Delivering global field support, avionic integrations & upgrades, OEM 
factory trained technicians, 24/7 AOG support & dedicated LUH-72 engine field factory trained technicians, 24/7 AOG support & dedicated LUH-72 engine field 
service team in Dothan, AL. What drives us? Passionately going beyond the service team in Dothan, AL. What drives us? Passionately going beyond the 
expected. For us, this means providing a level of service & support that builds expected. For us, this means providing a level of service & support that builds 
lasting relationships & creates raving fans. Stop by our booth & let’s talk.lasting relationships & creates raving fans. Stop by our booth & let’s talk.

Aechelon Techology, Inc.Aechelon Techology, Inc. ............................................ ............................................1616
Aechelon Technology, Inc. is a leading provider of visual simulation image Aechelon Technology, Inc. is a leading provider of visual simulation image 
generators, mixed reality solutions, associated geospecific visual and sensor generators, mixed reality solutions, associated geospecific visual and sensor 
databases, realistic 3D models, and integration services for the US Government databases, realistic 3D models, and integration services for the US Government 
and Government Prime Contractors. As we celebrate our twenty fifth year, and Government Prime Contractors. As we celebrate our twenty fifth year, 
Aechelon Technology is proud to maintain an unparalleled track record in Aechelon Technology is proud to maintain an unparalleled track record in 
program deliveries for the US Marine Corps, US Navy, US Air Force, US Army, program deliveries for the US Marine Corps, US Navy, US Air Force, US Army, 
Special Operations Command, the US State Department Foreign Military Special Operations Command, the US State Department Foreign Military 
Sales programs and the US Coast Guard, with all excellent Past Performance Sales programs and the US Coast Guard, with all excellent Past Performance 
Evaluations.Evaluations.

AeroVironmentAeroVironment ............................................................. .............................................................3232
AeroVironment is a global leader in intelligent, multi-domain robotic systems, AeroVironment is a global leader in intelligent, multi-domain robotic systems, 
providing technology solutions at the intersection of robotics, sensors, software providing technology solutions at the intersection of robotics, sensors, software 
analytics and connectivity. Its advanced small and medium UAS, Tactical Missile analytics and connectivity. Its advanced small and medium UAS, Tactical Missile 
Systems, Unmanned Ground Vehicles and high-altitude pseudo satellites deliver Systems, Unmanned Ground Vehicles and high-altitude pseudo satellites deliver 
a broad range of integrated mission solutions in the air, near-space, ground, and a broad range of integrated mission solutions in the air, near-space, ground, and 
maritime domains. Visit www.avinc.com for more information.maritime domains. Visit www.avinc.com for more information.

Airbus Helicopters Inc..................................................9Airbus Helicopters Inc..................................................9
Airbus Helicopters Inc. is the leading supplier of helicopters in the United Airbus Helicopters Inc. is the leading supplier of helicopters in the United 
States, with a market share of nearly 65% and a presence dating back more States, with a market share of nearly 65% and a presence dating back more 
than 50 years. A team of more than 725 employees operates local production than 50 years. A team of more than 725 employees operates local production 
and completion facilities for the H125 and UH-72 Lakota aircraft in Columbus, and completion facilities for the H125 and UH-72 Lakota aircraft in Columbus, 
Mississippi, and provides world-class training, aftermarket support, and Mississippi, and provides world-class training, aftermarket support, and 
technical assistance from Grand Prairie, Texas, for the North American regional technical assistance from Grand Prairie, Texas, for the North American regional 
in-service fleet of nearly 3,100 helicopters.in-service fleet of nearly 3,100 helicopters.

Amentum........................................................................2Amentum........................................................................2
Amentum is the single largest aviation services provider for the U.S. Army, Amentum is the single largest aviation services provider for the U.S. Army, 
U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. 
Throughout our more than a century of partnership with the Army, Amentum Throughout our more than a century of partnership with the Army, Amentum 
is committed to Soldier and unit readiness and stands ready to support in all is committed to Soldier and unit readiness and stands ready to support in all 
domains…air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace. We provide a complete range domains…air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace. We provide a complete range 
of sustainment, operations, maintenance, modernization, and training solutions of sustainment, operations, maintenance, modernization, and training solutions 
to create enduring value for the Army. Our high performing teams quickly to create enduring value for the Army. Our high performing teams quickly 
organize and deploy innovative workforce, materiel, and technology solutions organize and deploy innovative workforce, materiel, and technology solutions 
wherever they are needed.wherever they are needed.

Astronautics Corporation of AmericaAstronautics Corporation of America ....................... .......................1414
Astronautics Corporation of America, headquartered in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, Astronautics Corporation of America, headquartered in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, 

is a global leader in the design, development, and manufacture of avionics is a global leader in the design, development, and manufacture of avionics 
equipment and systems for the commercial and military aerospace industry. equipment and systems for the commercial and military aerospace industry. 
Key product areas include electronic primary flight, multifunction, engine, and Key product areas include electronic primary flight, multifunction, engine, and 
custom displays, connected aircraft and airborne cyber solutions, electronic custom displays, connected aircraft and airborne cyber solutions, electronic 
flight bags, and certified servers for airborne applications. Services include flight bags, and certified servers for airborne applications. Services include 
avionics system integration and custom software for critical applications. avionics system integration and custom software for critical applications. 
Since its founding in 1959, Astronautics has been providing trusted, reliable, Since its founding in 1959, Astronautics has been providing trusted, reliable, 
and tailored engineering solutions enabling aerospace OEMs and operators and tailored engineering solutions enabling aerospace OEMs and operators 
to achieve mission success. Astronautics is the parent company of Kearfott to achieve mission success. Astronautics is the parent company of Kearfott 
Corporation, headquartered in New Jersey, known for itsguidance, navigation, Corporation, headquartered in New Jersey, known for itsguidance, navigation, 
and motion sensor products for sea, land, air, and space applications. For more and motion sensor products for sea, land, air, and space applications. For more 
information: www.astronautics.com.information: www.astronautics.com.

AVT SimulationAVT Simulation .............................................................. ..............................................................88
AVT Simulation is a provider of high-fidelity simulation and comprehensive AVT Simulation is a provider of high-fidelity simulation and comprehensive 
training solutions, leveraging cutting-edge technology to create virtual training solutions, leveraging cutting-edge technology to create virtual 
environments that equip individuals and organizations with the skills needed environments that equip individuals and organizations with the skills needed 
to excel in a multitude of industries. At our AVT Simulation Training Center, we to excel in a multitude of industries. At our AVT Simulation Training Center, we 
offer a broad range of specialized training programs, all meticulously designed offer a broad range of specialized training programs, all meticulously designed 
to bridge the gap between theory and real-world application. From defense to bridge the gap between theory and real-world application. From defense 
acquisitions training and corporate practices to artificial intelligence (AI) and acquisitions training and corporate practices to artificial intelligence (AI) and 
advanced industrial and commercial simulation programs, our offerings cater advanced industrial and commercial simulation programs, our offerings cater 
to a variety of needs. Partnering with AVT Simulation allows you to access a to a variety of needs. Partnering with AVT Simulation allows you to access a 
team of experts dedicated to transforming how you learn and perform. Our team of experts dedicated to transforming how you learn and perform. Our 
industry-leading simulations are intricately crafted to provide an immersive industry-leading simulations are intricately crafted to provide an immersive 
learning experience, enhancing your team’s abilities in decision making, team learning experience, enhancing your team’s abilities in decision making, team 
coordination, and situational awareness.avtsim.com | trainingcenter.avtsim.com coordination, and situational awareness.avtsim.com | trainingcenter.avtsim.com 
| 4715 Data Court, Orlando, FL, 32817 | (407) 381-5311| 4715 Data Court, Orlando, FL, 32817 | (407) 381-5311

BellBell ................................................................................ ................................................................................2929
Bell. Above and Beyond Flight. We’re more than aviation experts, we’re Bell. Above and Beyond Flight. We’re more than aviation experts, we’re 
pioneers. We challenge what’s possible. From breaking the sound barrier to pioneers. We challenge what’s possible. From breaking the sound barrier to 
developing the tiltrotor, we’ve reimagined the experience of flight for more developing the tiltrotor, we’ve reimagined the experience of flight for more 
than 85 years. Today, we’re redefining what flight is capable of. Learn more at than 85 years. Today, we’re redefining what flight is capable of. Learn more at 
bellflight.com.bellflight.com.

BoeingBoeing .......................................................................... ..........................................................................3030
As a leading global aerospace company, Boeing develops, manufactures As a leading global aerospace company, Boeing develops, manufactures 
and services commercial airplanes, defense products and space systems for and services commercial airplanes, defense products and space systems for 
customers in more than 150 countries. As a top U.S. exporter, the company customers in more than 150 countries. As a top U.S. exporter, the company 
leverages the talents of a global supplier base to advance economic opportunity, leverages the talents of a global supplier base to advance economic opportunity, 
sustainability and community impact. Boeing’s diverse team is committed to sustainability and community impact. Boeing’s diverse team is committed to 
innovating for the future, leading with sustainability, and cultivating a culture innovating for the future, leading with sustainability, and cultivating a culture 
based on the company’s core values of safety, quality and integrity.based on the company’s core values of safety, quality and integrity.

CAECAE ............................................................................... ...............................................................................4444
CAE’s Defense & Security business unit is at the leading edge of digital CAE’s Defense & Security business unit is at the leading edge of digital 
innovation, providing training and mission support solutions across multi-domain innovation, providing training and mission support solutions across multi-domain 
operations – air, land, maritime, space and cyber. Our training and operational operations – air, land, maritime, space and cyber. Our training and operational 
support solutions support customers who operate in complex, high-stakes support solutions support customers who operate in complex, high-stakes 
environments where mission readiness and successful outcomes are critical. environments where mission readiness and successful outcomes are critical. 
CAE Defense & Security is the world’s leading pure play, platform agnostic CAE Defense & Security is the world’s leading pure play, platform agnostic 
training and simulation company serving the global defense market.training and simulation company serving the global defense market.

CATI Training SystemsCATI Training Systems ................................................ ................................................2525
CATI Training Systems provides industry-leading simulation products and CATI Training Systems provides industry-leading simulation products and 
engineering services for government, commercial, and civilian organizations engineering services for government, commercial, and civilian organizations 
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around the world.  For over twenty years, CATI has been providing the aviation around the world.  For over twenty years, CATI has been providing the aviation 
industry with unparalleled rendering performance through advanced software industry with unparalleled rendering performance through advanced software 
algorithms and optimizations. CATI image generator systems are the ideal algorithms and optimizations. CATI image generator systems are the ideal 
choice for the visualization of simulation training systems. CATI’s X-IG® Image choice for the visualization of simulation training systems. CATI’s X-IG® Image 
Generator solutions provide high-fidelity visualization and are 100% COTS Generator solutions provide high-fidelity visualization and are 100% COTS 
PC–based and specifically designed around industry-standard OpenGL®, and PC–based and specifically designed around industry-standard OpenGL®, and 
OpenFlight®, the 3D standard format for the visual simulation industry. The OpenFlight®, the 3D standard format for the visual simulation industry. The 
X-IG® suite of tools and programs offers superior image fidelity, realism, and X-IG® suite of tools and programs offers superior image fidelity, realism, and 
ease of integration with most simulation devices. Open architecture, COTS ease of integration with most simulation devices. Open architecture, COTS 
tools, and flexible interface options make X-IG® one of the most user-friendly tools, and flexible interface options make X-IG® one of the most user-friendly 
options on the market. Low acquisition, low overhead, and reduced support options on the market. Low acquisition, low overhead, and reduced support 
costs also make it one of the most cost-effective simulation training solutions costs also make it one of the most cost-effective simulation training solutions 
available. available. 

Collins AerospaceCollins Aerospace ....................................................... .......................................................1010
Collins Aerospace, a unit of Raytheon Technologies (NYSE: RTX), is a leader Collins Aerospace, a unit of Raytheon Technologies (NYSE: RTX), is a leader 
in technologically advanced and intelligent solutions for the global aerospace in technologically advanced and intelligent solutions for the global aerospace 
and defense industry. We dedicate our capabilities, comprehensive portfolio and and defense industry. We dedicate our capabilities, comprehensive portfolio and 
expertise to solving customers’ toughest challenges and meeting the demands expertise to solving customers’ toughest challenges and meeting the demands 
of the global market to redefine aerospace. With our customers, we imagine of the global market to redefine aerospace. With our customers, we imagine 
ways to make the skies and the spaces we touch smarter, and the warfighter ways to make the skies and the spaces we touch smarter, and the warfighter 
safer and more capable than ever before. safer and more capable than ever before. 

DigiFlightDigiFlight ........................................................................ ........................................................................33
DigiFlight, Inc., founded in 1999, is a minority, veteran-owned business with DigiFlight, Inc., founded in 1999, is a minority, veteran-owned business with 
300+ full-time employees that proudly serves the DoD, Federal Reserve, 300+ full-time employees that proudly serves the DoD, Federal Reserve, 
and Intelligence Community. DigiFlight is a technology firm that focuses on and Intelligence Community. DigiFlight is a technology firm that focuses on 
aerospace, enterprise I.T., and cybersecurity. DigiFlight offers a unique blend of aerospace, enterprise I.T., and cybersecurity. DigiFlight offers a unique blend of 
broad-based customer support experience and innovative approaches to meet broad-based customer support experience and innovative approaches to meet 
supported systems, equipment, and technology requirements. DigiFlight has supported systems, equipment, and technology requirements. DigiFlight has 
worked closely with VRGinneers and Bugeye to develop the AH-64 technology worked closely with VRGinneers and Bugeye to develop the AH-64 technology 
demonstrator on display. The Phoenix is an immersive, realistic, affordable, and demonstrator on display. The Phoenix is an immersive, realistic, affordable, and 
highly transport¬able aircrew training experience for critical flight, weapons, highly transport¬able aircrew training experience for critical flight, weapons, 
tactics, instruments, and emergency procedure tasks combining physical crew tactics, instruments, and emergency procedure tasks combining physical crew 
switches, panels, and flight instruments, with the latest XTAL3TM high fidelity switches, panels, and flight instruments, with the latest XTAL3TM high fidelity 
mixed reality goggles.mixed reality goggles.

GasTOPSGasTOPS ...................................................................... ......................................................................3131
GasTOPS Inc. (GTI) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, GasTOPS Inc. (GTI) is a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business, 
headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama. GasTOPS Inc. provides technical headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama. GasTOPS Inc. provides technical 
solutions for machinery diagnostics, prognostics, and health monitoring through solutions for machinery diagnostics, prognostics, and health monitoring through 
the application of advanced fluid measurement and analysis technologies. the application of advanced fluid measurement and analysis technologies. 
These solutions enable Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) and Prognostics These solutions enable Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) and Prognostics 
and Predictive Maintenance (PPMx) and have been successfully applied and Predictive Maintenance (PPMx) and have been successfully applied 
to critical assets in the aviation, defense, power generation, marine, and to critical assets in the aviation, defense, power generation, marine, and 
transportation industries. The GasTOPS leadership team includes two Master transportation industries. The GasTOPS leadership team includes two Master 
Army Aviators: MG (ret) Ken Quinlan, Board Director, and CW4 (ret) Steve Army Aviators: MG (ret) Ken Quinlan, Board Director, and CW4 (ret) Steve 
Odom, President, CEO.Odom, President, CEO.

GE AerospaceGE Aerospace ................................................................ ................................................................55
GE Aerospace is a world-leading provider of jet and turboshaft engines, GE Aerospace is a world-leading provider of jet and turboshaft engines, 
components, and systems for commercial and military aircraft with a global components, and systems for commercial and military aircraft with a global 
service network to support these offerings. GE Aerospace and its joint ventures service network to support these offerings. GE Aerospace and its joint ventures 
have an installed base of more than 39,000 commercial and 26,000 military have an installed base of more than 39,000 commercial and 26,000 military 
aircraft engines, and the business is playing a vital role in shaping the future aircraft engines, and the business is playing a vital role in shaping the future 
of flight. For more information, visit us at www.geaerospace.com Follow GE of flight. For more information, visit us at www.geaerospace.com Follow GE 
Aerospace on Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.Aerospace on Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.

General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, IncGeneral Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc ............ ............1717
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. – the world leader in Unmanned General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc. – the world leader in Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems – is modernizing the Gray Eagle Extended Range UAS to Aircraft Systems – is modernizing the Gray Eagle Extended Range UAS to 
accelerate decision dominance in Multi-Domain Operations. The Gray Eagle accelerate decision dominance in Multi-Domain Operations. The Gray Eagle 
25M conforms to MOSA principles and FACE 3.x standards, and leverages 25M conforms to MOSA principles and FACE 3.x standards, and leverages 
industry collaboration through open architecture and modularity. This enables industry collaboration through open architecture and modularity. This enables 
rapid upgrades and obsolescence avoidance to remain competitive in largescale rapid upgrades and obsolescence avoidance to remain competitive in largescale 
combat operations with increased capability and survivability. Upgraded avionics combat operations with increased capability and survivability. Upgraded avionics 
provide improved data links, processing speed, and data storage facilitating a provide improved data links, processing speed, and data storage facilitating a 
versatile payload of multi-intelligence sensors helping commanders decide, act, versatile payload of multi-intelligence sensors helping commanders decide, act, 
and survive on complex battlefields. System ground modernization provides and survive on complex battlefields. System ground modernization provides 
portable and scalable laptop solutions increasing user simplicity and mission portable and scalable laptop solutions increasing user simplicity and mission 
versatility, while significantly reducing equipment footprint and deployment versatility, while significantly reducing equipment footprint and deployment 
complexity. The GE-25M accomplishes advanced teaming through the ability complexity. The GE-25M accomplishes advanced teaming through the ability 
to launch a family of Launched Effects increasing situational awareness while to launch a family of Launched Effects increasing situational awareness while 
providing Stand-off Survivability with Stand-in Capability (SOS-SIC). www.ga-providing Stand-off Survivability with Stand-in Capability (SOS-SIC). www.ga-
asi.com asi.com 

Integration Innovation, Inc (i3)Integration Innovation, Inc (i3) ................................... ................................... 1111
i3 is a 100% team member owned technically diverse business solving the i3 is a 100% team member owned technically diverse business solving the 
Nation’s toughest problems. i3 focuses on providing superior engineering, Nation’s toughest problems. i3 focuses on providing superior engineering, 
training, cyber, analytical and technology development services to our training, cyber, analytical and technology development services to our 
government and commercial customers within critical technologies such as AR/government and commercial customers within critical technologies such as AR/
VR, MBSE, and AI. We strive to positively enrich the lives of our team members VR, MBSE, and AI. We strive to positively enrich the lives of our team members 
while making a meaningful impact on our Nation.while making a meaningful impact on our Nation.

Inter-Coastal Electronics, LLCInter-Coastal Electronics, LLC ................................... ...................................2626
ICE designs and manufactures test, telemetry, and training instrumentation ICE designs and manufactures test, telemetry, and training instrumentation 
systems. Our products collect, process, transmit and record live fire mission systems. Our products collect, process, transmit and record live fire mission 
data across full spectrum operations providing wireless telemetry, geometric data across full spectrum operations providing wireless telemetry, geometric 
pairing, area weapon effects, and GPS tracking with performance feedback and pairing, area weapon effects, and GPS tracking with performance feedback and 
high-fidelity After-Action Review. Fielded training systems support simulated high-fidelity After-Action Review. Fielded training systems support simulated 
and live fire collective training for Aviation, UAS, Field Artillery, Air Defense and live fire collective training for Aviation, UAS, Field Artillery, Air Defense 
Artillery, Ground Missile Systems, and Dismounted Personnel. Any Mission, Any Artillery, Ground Missile Systems, and Dismounted Personnel. Any Mission, Any 
Environment, Any Platform.Environment, Any Platform.

Integrated Modern EngineeringIntegrated Modern Engineering ................................. .................................3737
Integrated Engineering is WOSB offering geospatial solutions on tablets and Integrated Engineering is WOSB offering geospatial solutions on tablets and 
augmented reality solutions to assist pilots in pre-mission planning and pre-augmented reality solutions to assist pilots in pre-mission planning and pre-
mission rehearsal. 1. Battlefield awareness for a common intelligence picture mission rehearsal. 1. Battlefield awareness for a common intelligence picture 
(CIP) ingesting multi-sensor data onto a 3D globe with real-time views of the (CIP) ingesting multi-sensor data onto a 3D globe with real-time views of the 
joint operating area, i.e., full motion video, 3D mapping, radar signatures, night joint operating area, i.e., full motion video, 3D mapping, radar signatures, night 
vision, moving target indicator and satellite imagery. 2. Permitting aviation vision, moving target indicator and satellite imagery. 2. Permitting aviation 
operations owning the offensive environment in DVE with high resolution, 3D operations owning the offensive environment in DVE with high resolution, 3D 
data geospatial data, and direct connection to DVE-mitigation programs.3. data geospatial data, and direct connection to DVE-mitigation programs.3. 
Survivability probability increase with intelligence, analysis and visualization in Survivability probability increase with intelligence, analysis and visualization in 
near real time.near real time.

Kutta Technologies IncKutta Technologies Inc ................................................. .................................................66
Kutta Technologies Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sierra Nevada Kutta Technologies Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sierra Nevada 
Corporation, operates in Phoenix, AZ, and Huntsville, AL. As a trusted leader Corporation, operates in Phoenix, AZ, and Huntsville, AL. As a trusted leader 
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in safety-critical, uncrewed systems and software products, Kutta excels in in safety-critical, uncrewed systems and software products, Kutta excels in 
developing innovative and reliable Command, Control, and Communications developing innovative and reliable Command, Control, and Communications 
(C3) software, components, and subsystems with autonomous applications. Our (C3) software, components, and subsystems with autonomous applications. Our 
extensive experience certifying software for crewed and uncrewed platforms extensive experience certifying software for crewed and uncrewed platforms 
using the DO-178C process has paved the way for excellence across their using the DO-178C process has paved the way for excellence across their 
entire software and hardware portfolio. Kutta’s DO-178C development process entire software and hardware portfolio. Kutta’s DO-178C development process 
ensures its software products meet uncrewed platforms’ unique challenges ensures its software products meet uncrewed platforms’ unique challenges 
and certification standards. With diverse hardware offerings, including the and certification standards. With diverse hardware offerings, including the 
Kutta Tactically Aware Controller (KTAC), Small Mission Computer (SMC), and Kutta Tactically Aware Controller (KTAC), Small Mission Computer (SMC), and 
expandable shelters, Kutta serves various customer markets, including defense expandable shelters, Kutta serves various customer markets, including defense 
and commercial clients.and commercial clients.

LifePortLifePort ......................................................................... .........................................................................4242
Premier OEM for aerospace mission equipment, LifePort provides turn-key Premier OEM for aerospace mission equipment, LifePort provides turn-key 
customized solutions for fixed and rotary wing operators worldwide. Portfolio customized solutions for fixed and rotary wing operators worldwide. Portfolio 
includes ballistic protection, flooring products, MEDEVAC and multi-mission includes ballistic protection, flooring products, MEDEVAC and multi-mission 
medical systems as well as custom seating and special mission cabinetry. medical systems as well as custom seating and special mission cabinetry. 
Products can be delivered with a wide array of certification and qualification Products can be delivered with a wide array of certification and qualification 
data to support STC, TSO and military airworthiness requirements.data to support STC, TSO and military airworthiness requirements.

Liquid Measurement SystemsLiquid Measurement Systems ...................................... ......................................11
With over 30 years of experience, Liquid Measurement Systems (LMS), With over 30 years of experience, Liquid Measurement Systems (LMS), 
Georgia, VT offers responsive engineering expertise in advanced rotary- and Georgia, VT offers responsive engineering expertise in advanced rotary- and 
fixed-wing fuel quantity gauging applications. Comprehensive experience fixed-wing fuel quantity gauging applications. Comprehensive experience 
in designing custom, reliable, and value-driven solutions allow increased in designing custom, reliable, and value-driven solutions allow increased 
life cycles of existing platforms and fast implementation for experimental life cycles of existing platforms and fast implementation for experimental 
aircraft. LMS’ in-house manufacturing facility is certified to ISO9001:2015 and aircraft. LMS’ in-house manufacturing facility is certified to ISO9001:2015 and 
AS9100-D. The LMS product portfolio includes dependable, lightweight carbon AS9100-D. The LMS product portfolio includes dependable, lightweight carbon 
composite fuel probes, analog/digital multi-channel signal conditioners, and fuel composite fuel probes, analog/digital multi-channel signal conditioners, and fuel 
quantity indicators. LMS has experience with DO-160 Environmental Conditions quantity indicators. LMS has experience with DO-160 Environmental Conditions 
and Test Procedures, DO-178 Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Test Procedures, DO-178 Software Considerations in Airborne Systems 
and Equipment Certification, MIL-STD 810 Environmental Testing, MIL-STD and Equipment Certification, MIL-STD 810 Environmental Testing, MIL-STD 
461 EMI, and MIL-STD 704 Aircraft Electrical Power Characteristics. LMS is a 461 EMI, and MIL-STD 704 Aircraft Electrical Power Characteristics. LMS is a 
registered US Small Business (SBA).registered US Small Business (SBA).

Lightspeed AviationLightspeed Aviation .................................................... ....................................................2828
Lightspeed Aviation is a leading manufacturer of premium aviation headsets Lightspeed Aviation is a leading manufacturer of premium aviation headsets 
since 1996. Lightspeed has established a reputation for leading innovation in since 1996. Lightspeed has established a reputation for leading innovation in 
the aviation headset marketplace with a number of “first to market” advances, the aviation headset marketplace with a number of “first to market” advances, 
technologies, and features. Those advantages have led to thousands of technologies, and features. Those advantages have led to thousands of 
installed Commercial helmet systems starting in 2016. In 2019, Lightspeed installed Commercial helmet systems starting in 2016. In 2019, Lightspeed 
was invited to participate in the Next Generation Fixed Wing Helmet project, was invited to participate in the Next Generation Fixed Wing Helmet project, 
developing a new level of quieting, wearability, and functionality to enhance developing a new level of quieting, wearability, and functionality to enhance 
warfighter Mission Effectiveness and Hearing Protection. Layering life-saving warfighter Mission Effectiveness and Hearing Protection. Layering life-saving 
technologies on top of their award-winning audio and ANR platform, Lightspeed technologies on top of their award-winning audio and ANR platform, Lightspeed 
is ushering in a new era of aviation safety for pilots and crews. With this, the is ushering in a new era of aviation safety for pilots and crews. With this, the 
company continues to live out its mission of “creating products that protect and company continues to live out its mission of “creating products that protect and 
save lives”.save lives”.

M1 Support ServicesM1 Support Services ................................................... ...................................................3838
M1 Support Services, L.P. provides high-quality, cost-effective aircraft M1 Support Services, L.P. provides high-quality, cost-effective aircraft 
maintenance and contractor logistics support worldwide. M1 provides a wide maintenance and contractor logistics support worldwide. M1 provides a wide 
range of fixed and rotary-wing aircraft maintenance services including high-range of fixed and rotary-wing aircraft maintenance services including high-
visibility, high operational tempo aviation contracts at Fort Novosel, Nellis visibility, high operational tempo aviation contracts at Fort Novosel, Nellis 
AFB, Sheppard AFB, and Columbus AFB. M1 Support Services is the prime AFB, Sheppard AFB, and Columbus AFB. M1 Support Services is the prime 
contractor providing quality maintenance and logistic support services to aircraft contractor providing quality maintenance and logistic support services to aircraft 
assigned to the US Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE), US Army assigned to the US Army Aviation Center of Excellence (USAACE), US Army 
Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL), United States Air Force (USAF) Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL), United States Air Force (USAF) 
and other tenant and satellite units supporting Fort Novosel, Alabama. M1 and other tenant and satellite units supporting Fort Novosel, Alabama. M1 

provides launch, recovery, and maintenance support for more than 500 hundred provides launch, recovery, and maintenance support for more than 500 hundred 
aircraft, 7 days a week, and 24 hours a day.  Approximately 300-500 flights/day aircraft, 7 days a week, and 24 hours a day.  Approximately 300-500 flights/day 
support the US Army and Air Force rotary-wing pilot training mission.support the US Army and Air Force rotary-wing pilot training mission.

Mass VirtualMass Virtual ................................................................. .................................................................1515
Mass Virtual leverages the latest transformative XR capabilities by fostering Mass Virtual leverages the latest transformative XR capabilities by fostering 
a customer-involved culture, award-winning team, and enterprise software a customer-involved culture, award-winning team, and enterprise software 
platform, MassXR. Our true-to-life virtual experiences and leveraged platform, MassXR. Our true-to-life virtual experiences and leveraged 
technologies are revolutionizing the way people learn. Our experience in technologies are revolutionizing the way people learn. Our experience in 
science, technology, physiology, and the arts, coupled with years of tradecraft science, technology, physiology, and the arts, coupled with years of tradecraft 
expertise in commercial entertainment and federal spaces, allow our agile expertise in commercial entertainment and federal spaces, allow our agile 
teams to design, produce, field, and sustain challenge-based training solutions. teams to design, produce, field, and sustain challenge-based training solutions. 
We are committed to understanding our customers holistically to better know We are committed to understanding our customers holistically to better know 
who they are and what they need. XR is what we do, it’s all we do, and we excel who they are and what they need. XR is what we do, it’s all we do, and we excel 
at it in every industry. Put our proven skills to work for your team, today. www.at it in every industry. Put our proven skills to work for your team, today. www.
massvirtual.commassvirtual.com

McNally IndustriesMcNally Industries ....................................................... .......................................................3333
McNally Industries appreciates the challenges and complexity associated with McNally Industries appreciates the challenges and complexity associated with 
Defense programs and understand the pressures and risks associated with Defense programs and understand the pressures and risks associated with 
today’s constricting Global Defense Industrial Base. We are a medium size today’s constricting Global Defense Industrial Base. We are a medium size 
organization focused on supporting the Warfighter since the McNally Brothers organization focused on supporting the Warfighter since the McNally Brothers 
opened the doors in 1942. From the start, McNally has remained focused on opened the doors in 1942. From the start, McNally has remained focused on 
providing quality defense manufacturing and complex assembly. Our modern providing quality defense manufacturing and complex assembly. Our modern 
facility is capable of machining difficult and exotic metals with challenging quality facility is capable of machining difficult and exotic metals with challenging quality 
requirements like those found in the M230 Bushmaster Cannon. We manage requirements like those found in the M230 Bushmaster Cannon. We manage 
complex assembly programs including the U.S. Navy’s Mk6 Ammunition Hoist complex assembly programs including the U.S. Navy’s Mk6 Ammunition Hoist 
and electrical cooling pumps for Phalanx weapon systems. McNally continues and electrical cooling pumps for Phalanx weapon systems. McNally continues 
to invest in our AS9100D driven organization to ensure we remain ready to to invest in our AS9100D driven organization to ensure we remain ready to 
address CUSTOMER needs and solve CUSTOMER problems. address CUSTOMER needs and solve CUSTOMER problems. 

MOOGMOOG ........................................................................... ...........................................................................4646
Moog Inc. (Moog) is a worldwide designer, manufacturer, and integrator Moog Inc. (Moog) is a worldwide designer, manufacturer, and integrator 
of precision control components and systems. On display will be our Third of precision control components and systems. On display will be our Third 
Generation Weapon Stores Management System (SMS) which is a Modular Generation Weapon Stores Management System (SMS) which is a Modular 
Open System Approach (MOSA) compliant COTS weapons control system that Open System Approach (MOSA) compliant COTS weapons control system that 
seamlessly integrates with aircraft sensors and mission management systems seamlessly integrates with aircraft sensors and mission management systems 
to provide the crew with a superior fire-control solution. Also on display, our to provide the crew with a superior fire-control solution. Also on display, our 
HE350 is a hybrid electric powered, multi-rotor, autonomous flight vehicle, HE350 is a hybrid electric powered, multi-rotor, autonomous flight vehicle, 
replacing manned rotorcraft for those missions deemed too dangerous, or replacing manned rotorcraft for those missions deemed too dangerous, or 
where the size and performance of a manned helicopter is simply not required.where the size and performance of a manned helicopter is simply not required.

Navigator International LLCNavigator International LLC ....................................... .......................................2424
NI is a leading small business provider of on-site programmatic logistic NI is a leading small business provider of on-site programmatic logistic 
support to Department of the Defense. NI also provides technical and program support to Department of the Defense. NI also provides technical and program 
management consulting services to both Government and industry clients management consulting services to both Government and industry clients 
with the capability to execute sensitive mission sets up to TS-SCI clearance with the capability to execute sensitive mission sets up to TS-SCI clearance 
requirements. Since 2005, NI has served as both a prime contractor to DoD requirements. Since 2005, NI has served as both a prime contractor to DoD 
and a first-tier subcontractor to several large business providers. Our team of and a first-tier subcontractor to several large business providers. Our team of 
highly experienced and qualified professionals has made NI a valued partner highly experienced and qualified professionals has made NI a valued partner 
to Government and industry. NI is a licensed Federal and Alabama state to Government and industry. NI is a licensed Federal and Alabama state 
general contractor. NI’s training development team delivers enhanced training general contractor. NI’s training development team delivers enhanced training 
solutions in the form of Interactive 3D (i3D) applications. NI can provide staff solutions in the form of Interactive 3D (i3D) applications. NI can provide staff 
augmentation or perform special projects at a surprisingly affordable cost. Lean augmentation or perform special projects at a surprisingly affordable cost. Lean 
business practices and low overhead costs help to provide our clients with business practices and low overhead costs help to provide our clients with 
small business responsiveness and refreshing agility. NI has a large number small business responsiveness and refreshing agility. NI has a large number 
of repeat customers and long-standing relationships with both large and small of repeat customers and long-standing relationships with both large and small 
businesses.businesses.
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Northrop GrummanNorthrop Grumman ....................................................... .......................................................44
Northrop Grumman is a leading global aerospace and defense technology Northrop Grumman is a leading global aerospace and defense technology 
company. Our pioneering solutions equip our customers with the capabilities company. Our pioneering solutions equip our customers with the capabilities 
they need to connect and protect the world and push the boundaries of human they need to connect and protect the world and push the boundaries of human 
exploration across the universe. Driven by a shared purpose to solve our exploration across the universe. Driven by a shared purpose to solve our 
customers’ toughest problems, our 95,000 employees define possible everyday.customers’ toughest problems, our 95,000 employees define possible everyday.

OmbraOmbra ........................................................................... ...........................................................................2020
Ombra, a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB), Ombra, a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB), 
provides quality engineering services for both military and commercial provides quality engineering services for both military and commercial 
applications. Our core competencies including design, rapid prototyping, applications. Our core competencies including design, rapid prototyping, 
thermal and fatigue analysis. Ombra is an up-and-coming small business which thermal and fatigue analysis. Ombra is an up-and-coming small business which 
leverages a variety of personnel including leading researchers from private leverages a variety of personnel including leading researchers from private 
industry, and seasoned Engineers, Contracting Officers with a Department of industry, and seasoned Engineers, Contracting Officers with a Department of 
Defense background. Ombra leverages a large research and development Defense background. Ombra leverages a large research and development 
firm’s engineering expertise and has vast experience working in a classified firm’s engineering expertise and has vast experience working in a classified 
environment as well as direct experience with the Intelligence Community. All of environment as well as direct experience with the Intelligence Community. All of 
these factors make for a tremendously well rounded, agile company focused on these factors make for a tremendously well rounded, agile company focused on 
providing high quality products for today’s toughest challenges.providing high quality products for today’s toughest challenges.

Peduzzi Associates, LTDPeduzzi Associates, LTD..........................................................................................4141
For more than 28 years, Peduzzi Associates LTD (PAL) has been a trusted For more than 28 years, Peduzzi Associates LTD (PAL) has been a trusted 
leader in connecting companies with the Department of Defense, the National leader in connecting companies with the Department of Defense, the National 
Guard, Federal agencies, and Capitol Hill. At PAL, we take pride in elevating Guard, Federal agencies, and Capitol Hill. At PAL, we take pride in elevating 
our clients’ business development goals through a combination of INNOVATIVE our clients’ business development goals through a combination of INNOVATIVE 
STRATEGIES, UNPARALLELED ACCESS, and FIERCE ADVOCACY. We STRATEGIES, UNPARALLELED ACCESS, and FIERCE ADVOCACY. We 
understand the unique challenges faced by companies seeking to provide understand the unique challenges faced by companies seeking to provide 
mission systems, capabilities, and services in support of those defending the mission systems, capabilities, and services in support of those defending the 
homeland and abroad. With a relentless focus on staying ahead of industry homeland and abroad. With a relentless focus on staying ahead of industry 
trends and regulatory changes, we are well equipped to guide our clients trends and regulatory changes, we are well equipped to guide our clients 
through complex processes, ensuring their offerings align with the evolving through complex processes, ensuring their offerings align with the evolving 
needs of the defense and government sectors. Our team of experienced needs of the defense and government sectors. Our team of experienced 
professionals possesses deep expertise and a network of influential contacts, professionals possesses deep expertise and a network of influential contacts, 
allowing us to deliver tailored solutions that drive growth and achieve tangible allowing us to deliver tailored solutions that drive growth and achieve tangible 
results. Trust Peduzzi Associates LTD to be your strategic ally in achieving results. Trust Peduzzi Associates LTD to be your strategic ally in achieving 
success in the government arena. Together, we can make a meaningful impact success in the government arena. Together, we can make a meaningful impact 
in supporting those who defend our nation at home and abroad.in supporting those who defend our nation at home and abroad.

Pinnacle Solutions IncPinnacle Solutions Inc .................................................. ..................................................77
Pinnacle Solutions has proven performance as a leading innovator, developer, Pinnacle Solutions has proven performance as a leading innovator, developer, 
and provider of products and services in the following business areas: and provider of products and services in the following business areas: 
Aircraft Maintenance and Operations; Aviation Training and Program Support; Aircraft Maintenance and Operations; Aviation Training and Program Support; 
Simulation Programs; Virtual/Web-based Programs; and Technical Publication Simulation Programs; Virtual/Web-based Programs; and Technical Publication 
development. We strive for uncompromising ethics, on-time delivery, and development. We strive for uncompromising ethics, on-time delivery, and 
excellence in all facets, whether technical, contractual, or interpersonal.excellence in all facets, whether technical, contractual, or interpersonal.

Plateau GRPPlateau GRP ................................................................. .................................................................1919
Plateau GRP is a leading provider of transformative technology solutions Plateau GRP is a leading provider of transformative technology solutions 
and services to modernize, secure, and optimize data management, IT and services to modernize, secure, and optimize data management, IT 
infrastructure, and support processes. With over 20 years of experience infrastructure, and support processes. With over 20 years of experience 
supporting the U.S. Department of Defense, Plateau GRP provides technical supporting the U.S. Department of Defense, Plateau GRP provides technical 

solutions based on real-world applications and user experiences. Our work has solutions based on real-world applications and user experiences. Our work has 
resulted in an exceptional track record for service and innovation in the areas of resulted in an exceptional track record for service and innovation in the areas of 
Cloud Migration and Utilization, Data Analytics, Networking, Acknowledgment Cloud Migration and Utilization, Data Analytics, Networking, Acknowledgment 
Management, Training Applications, and Mobile Technologies. Our expertise Management, Training Applications, and Mobile Technologies. Our expertise 
in project delivery and client collaboration translates directly to solutions that in project delivery and client collaboration translates directly to solutions that 
are flexible to support modern processes with a clear return on investment and are flexible to support modern processes with a clear return on investment and 
focus on the underlying agency mission. As an experienced Prime Federal focus on the underlying agency mission. As an experienced Prime Federal 
Contractor, Plateau GRP’s processes are guided by industry best practices Contractor, Plateau GRP’s processes are guided by industry best practices 
that are appraised at CMMI v2.0 Maturity Level 3 (for both Development that are appraised at CMMI v2.0 Maturity Level 3 (for both Development 
and Services) and supported by ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management and Services) and supported by ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management 
System (QMS), ISO 27001:2013 and SAFe-certified staff trained in Agile and System (QMS), ISO 27001:2013 and SAFe-certified staff trained in Agile and 
DevSecOps.DevSecOps.

PROOF ResearchPROOF Research..................................................................................................................3535
PROOF Research is the industry leader in thermally stable advanced composite PROOF Research is the industry leader in thermally stable advanced composite 
material and structural solutions for Aerospace, Defense, and Commercial material and structural solutions for Aerospace, Defense, and Commercial 
markets. PROOF Research’s innovative materials portfolio and engineered markets. PROOF Research’s innovative materials portfolio and engineered 
solutions enable advanced composite structural products that provide weight solutions enable advanced composite structural products that provide weight 
reduction, increased stiffness and strength, and tailorable performance reduction, increased stiffness and strength, and tailorable performance 
characteristics for demanding applications. PROOF’s small and medium caliber characteristics for demanding applications. PROOF’s small and medium caliber 
composite weapon system barrels provide increased accuracy and dispersion composite weapon system barrels provide increased accuracy and dispersion 
reduction with no temperature dependency – our barrels are the only composite reduction with no temperature dependency – our barrels are the only composite 
barrels qualified and in service with US military forces. PROOF manufactures barrels qualified and in service with US military forces. PROOF manufactures 
and provides composite materials used for hot structures on the F-35 Lightening and provides composite materials used for hot structures on the F-35 Lightening 
II and B-2 Stealth Bomber, as well as composite materials for elite motorsports II and B-2 Stealth Bomber, as well as composite materials for elite motorsports 
applications. PROOF product portfolio includes state-of-the-art structural applications. PROOF product portfolio includes state-of-the-art structural 
organic and inorganic resins, prepregs and adhesives with service temperatures organic and inorganic resins, prepregs and adhesives with service temperatures 
up to 1500°F.up to 1500°F.

Safran Helicopter EnginesSafran Helicopter Engines .......................................... ..........................................1212
Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aviation Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aviation 
(propulsion, equipment and interiors), defense and space markets. Its core (propulsion, equipment and interiors), defense and space markets. Its core 
purpose is to contribute to a safer, more sustainable world, where air transport purpose is to contribute to a safer, more sustainable world, where air transport 
is more environmentally friendly, comfortable and accessible. Safran has a is more environmentally friendly, comfortable and accessible. Safran has a 
global presence, with 83,000 employees and sales of 19.0 billion euros in 2022, global presence, with 83,000 employees and sales of 19.0 billion euros in 2022, 
and holds, alone or in partnership, world or regional leadership positions in and holds, alone or in partnership, world or regional leadership positions in 
its core markets. Safran undertakes research and development programs to its core markets. Safran undertakes research and development programs to 
maintain the environmental priorities of its R&T and innovation roadmap.  Safran maintain the environmental priorities of its R&T and innovation roadmap.  Safran 
Helicopter Engines is the world’s leading manufacturer of helicopter engines, Helicopter Engines is the world’s leading manufacturer of helicopter engines, 
with more than 75,000 produced since being founded. It offers the widest range with more than 75,000 produced since being founded. It offers the widest range 
of helicopter turboshafts in the world and has more than 2,500 customers in 155 of helicopter turboshafts in the world and has more than 2,500 customers in 155 
countries.countries.

Sagetech Avionics IncSagetech Avionics Inc ................................................. .................................................2222
Sagetech Avionics Inc, a HUBzone certified small business, has a history of Sagetech Avionics Inc, a HUBzone certified small business, has a history of 
providing innovative and robust low-SWaP avionics to U.S. and allied military providing innovative and robust low-SWaP avionics to U.S. and allied military 
customers. Sagetech developed the first miniature transponder, certified the customers. Sagetech developed the first miniature transponder, certified the 
first Mode 5 micro-IFF, and received the first Mode 5 Level 2B certification.  first Mode 5 micro-IFF, and received the first Mode 5 Level 2B certification.  
Sagetech’s products include the 190-gram MX12B Mode 5 Level2B IFF, with Sagetech’s products include the 190-gram MX12B Mode 5 Level2B IFF, with 
thousands of successful mission flight hours, providing the same functionality thousands of successful mission flight hours, providing the same functionality 
as larger units at a fraction of the cost. Sagetech’s team of engineers continues as larger units at a fraction of the cost. Sagetech’s team of engineers continues 
to develop new warfighting capabilities, such as integrating ACAS X with IFF to develop new warfighting capabilities, such as integrating ACAS X with IFF 
to provide manned and unmanned aircraft of all sizes with integrated certified to provide manned and unmanned aircraft of all sizes with integrated certified 
Mode 5 IFF, passive Mode 5 level 2B reception, multi-sensor fusion and Mode 5 IFF, passive Mode 5 level 2B reception, multi-sensor fusion and 
collision avoidance. collision avoidance. 

Science and Engineering Services (SES)Science and Engineering Services (SES) ................. .................2121
Science and Engineering Services (SES) is a recognized leader in system Science and Engineering Services (SES) is a recognized leader in system 
modification, integration, maintenance, training, and total fielding support ofmodification, integration, maintenance, training, and total fielding support of
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rotary wing, fixed wing, and unmanned aircraft. We are a business which rotary wing, fixed wing, and unmanned aircraft. We are a business which 
brings OEM-level capabilities, without the associated cost. Services range from brings OEM-level capabilities, without the associated cost. Services range from 
prototype and fabrication through complex modification and integration. We prototype and fabrication through complex modification and integration. We 
are strategically located, have trained personnel, rapid contracting vehicles, are strategically located, have trained personnel, rapid contracting vehicles, 
and over 1.4M sq. ft. of world class manufacturing and integration facilities. and over 1.4M sq. ft. of world class manufacturing and integration facilities. 
Supporting the Warfighter and our Coalition Partners! SES is the Right Choice!Supporting the Warfighter and our Coalition Partners! SES is the Right Choice!

ScioTeqScioTeq ......................................................................... .........................................................................4040
ScioTeq has 35 years of experience as a developer and manufacturer of high-ScioTeq has 35 years of experience as a developer and manufacturer of high-
tech, innovative, life and mission-critical visualization and computing solutions tech, innovative, life and mission-critical visualization and computing solutions 
for the Air Traffic Control, Avionics, and Defense & Security markets. With for the Air Traffic Control, Avionics, and Defense & Security markets. With 
headquarters in Belgium and three additional locations worldwide, we are a headquarters in Belgium and three additional locations worldwide, we are a 
trusted partner in visualization solutions for the most demanding environments. trusted partner in visualization solutions for the most demanding environments. 
We design video displays, smart displays, mission computers and networked We design video displays, smart displays, mission computers and networked 
video distribution which are used in the world’s most challenging conditions. video distribution which are used in the world’s most challenging conditions. 
Additionally, we provide professional support and services to countries globally. Additionally, we provide professional support and services to countries globally. 
Our aim is to enable situational awareness for a safer world.Our aim is to enable situational awareness for a safer world.

Sikorsky: A Lockheed Martin CompanySikorsky: A Lockheed Martin Company .................... ....................2323
Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company, is a world leader in helicopter design, Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company, is a world leader in helicopter design, 
manufacture and service. The company is based in Stratford, Connecticut, and manufacture and service. The company is based in Stratford, Connecticut, and 
was founded by aerospace pioneer and legend Igor Sikorsky in 1923 as the was founded by aerospace pioneer and legend Igor Sikorsky in 1923 as the 
Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation. Sikorsky’s fleet of more than 5,000 Sikorsky Aero Engineering Corporation. Sikorsky’s fleet of more than 5,000 
operational aircraft are supported by a global network, with approximately operational aircraft are supported by a global network, with approximately 
13,000 employees around the world. The company has facilities, joint ventures 13,000 employees around the world. The company has facilities, joint ventures 
or major supplier operations in Poland, Turkey, India, the United Arab Emirates or major supplier operations in Poland, Turkey, India, the United Arab Emirates 
and Australia. Major U.S. facilities are located in Troy, Alabama; West Palm and Australia. Major U.S. facilities are located in Troy, Alabama; West Palm 
Beach, Florida; and Stratford, Trumbull, Shelton and Bridgeport, Connecticut. Beach, Florida; and Stratford, Trumbull, Shelton and Bridgeport, Connecticut. 
Sikorsky’s Customer Care Center is based in Trumbull, Connecticut, and staffed Sikorsky’s Customer Care Center is based in Trumbull, Connecticut, and staffed 
24/7 by a focused, interdisciplinary team of experts working urgent customer 24/7 by a focused, interdisciplinary team of experts working urgent customer 
needs, as well as longer-term availability and reliability improvements. Sikorsky needs, as well as longer-term availability and reliability improvements. Sikorsky 
also has 20 Customer Support Centers and four Forward Stocking Locations. also has 20 Customer Support Centers and four Forward Stocking Locations. 
Sikorsky remains true to the legacy of Igor Sikorsky with ongoing technology Sikorsky remains true to the legacy of Igor Sikorsky with ongoing technology 
development initiatives that shape the industry. All US military branches, and development initiatives that shape the industry. All US military branches, and 
military and commercial operators in 40 nations fly Sikorsky helicopters. www.military and commercial operators in 40 nations fly Sikorsky helicopters. www.
lockheedmartin.com\sikorsky lockheedmartin.com\sikorsky 

Stevens Aerospace and Defense SystemsStevens Aerospace and Defense Systems ............... ...............3434
From multi-role turboprops to dedicated intelligence, surveillance, and From multi-role turboprops to dedicated intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft, Stevens has been earning the trust of reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft, Stevens has been earning the trust of 
governmental agencies around the world since 1994. Our team has a passion governmental agencies around the world since 1994. Our team has a passion 
for the meticulous nature of military aircraft maintenance, repair, and upgrades. for the meticulous nature of military aircraft maintenance, repair, and upgrades. 
That’s why we actively support the C-12/RC-12 (King Air 200/300), C-26 That’s why we actively support the C-12/RC-12 (King Air 200/300), C-26 
(Metroliner), T-34 (Bonanza), and T-44 (King Air 90), UC-35 (Citation 560), U-28 (Metroliner), T-34 (Bonanza), and T-44 (King Air 90), UC-35 (Citation 560), U-28 
(PC-12), and A-29 Super Tucano fleets for various departments of the United (PC-12), and A-29 Super Tucano fleets for various departments of the United 
States Government.States Government.

Tel-Instrument Electronics CorpTel-Instrument Electronics Corp ................................ ................................3636
Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. (TIC) is the principal provider of IFF flight line Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. (TIC) is the principal provider of IFF flight line 
test equipment to the DoD and NATO.   It is a small business that has been test equipment to the DoD and NATO.   It is a small business that has been 
designing, manufacturing, and supplying rugged and reliable electronic flight designing, manufacturing, and supplying rugged and reliable electronic flight 
line test equipment to the military for over 50 years.  With a core expertise of line test equipment to the military for over 50 years.  With a core expertise of 

RF and embedded software engineering, TIC equipment currently supports all RF and embedded software engineering, TIC equipment currently supports all 
Army aviation platforms and mobile IFF and ATC interrogators.   With a new Army aviation platforms and mobile IFF and ATC interrogators.   With a new 
generation of compact, highly programmable Software Defined Radio test sets, generation of compact, highly programmable Software Defined Radio test sets, 
TIC looks forward to supporting the Army’s next generation of aviation assets.TIC looks forward to supporting the Army’s next generation of aviation assets.

TSCTSC ............................................................................... ...............................................................................3939
TSC is an employee owned, technology development company engaged in TSC is an employee owned, technology development company engaged in 
providing products and services to Government and Industry. With facilities providing products and services to Government and Industry. With facilities 
around the nation, our reputation for providing engineering excellence at a around the nation, our reputation for providing engineering excellence at a 
superb value is well established. We focus on advanced technology to aid the superb value is well established. We focus on advanced technology to aid the 
warfighter in achieving mission success. We are vertically integrated to perform warfighter in achieving mission success. We are vertically integrated to perform 
analysis through development and production as well as integration and test of analysis through development and production as well as integration and test of 
enabling products. TSC maintains an entrepreneurial culture to provide rapid enabling products. TSC maintains an entrepreneurial culture to provide rapid 
solutions to challenges at competitive costs. solutions to challenges at competitive costs. 

United RotorcraftUnited Rotorcraft ......................................................... .........................................................4343
Air Methods (AM) develops material solutions that are responsive to and meet Air Methods (AM) develops material solutions that are responsive to and meet 
the customers’ mission. Extensive experience includes the development, the customers’ mission. Extensive experience includes the development, 
qualification, fabrication, fielding, and sustainment of Patient Handling Systems qualification, fabrication, fielding, and sustainment of Patient Handling Systems 
for the UH-60A/L and UH/HH-60M Medical Evacuation platforms for the U.S. for the UH-60A/L and UH/HH-60M Medical Evacuation platforms for the U.S. 
Army for the past 30 years. Air Methods has also developed and integrated our Army for the past 30 years. Air Methods has also developed and integrated our 
material solutions to support General Dynamics Stryker Medical Evacuation material solutions to support General Dynamics Stryker Medical Evacuation 
Variant, BAE AMPV Medical Evacuation and Medical Treatment variants, LA Variant, BAE AMPV Medical Evacuation and Medical Treatment variants, LA 
County Fire Air Operations, and the Swedish Armed Forces Combat Search County Fire Air Operations, and the Swedish Armed Forces Combat Search 
and Rescue Black Hawk operators. AMC has grown to become the largest and Rescue Black Hawk operators. AMC has grown to become the largest 
commercial air ambulance operator in the world and drives that knowledge and commercial air ambulance operator in the world and drives that knowledge and 
experience into our Defense solutions while maintaining a belief that there are experience into our Defense solutions while maintaining a belief that there are 
no second chances.no second chances.

ViasatViasat ............................................................................ ............................................................................2727
At Viasat, we’re on a mission to connect every warfighter, platform, and node At Viasat, we’re on a mission to connect every warfighter, platform, and node 
in the battlespace. As a global communications company, we power millions in the battlespace. As a global communications company, we power millions 
of fast, resilient connections for military forces around the world – connections of fast, resilient connections for military forces around the world – connections 
that have the capacity to transform the mission – in the air, on the ground, that have the capacity to transform the mission – in the air, on the ground, 
and at sea. Our customers depend on us for connectivity that brings greater and at sea. Our customers depend on us for connectivity that brings greater 
operational capabilities, whether we’re securing the U.S. Government’s operational capabilities, whether we’re securing the U.S. Government’s 
networks, delivering satellite and wireless communications to the remote networks, delivering satellite and wireless communications to the remote 
edges of the battlespace, or providing senior leaders with the ability to perform edges of the battlespace, or providing senior leaders with the ability to perform 
mission-critical communications while in flight. We’re a team of fearless mission-critical communications while in flight. We’re a team of fearless 
innovators, driven to redefine what’s possible. And we’re not done – we’re just innovators, driven to redefine what’s possible. And we’re not done – we’re just 
beginning.beginning.

Vinnell Arabia LLCVinnell Arabia LLC ....................................................... .......................................................1313
Vinnell Arabia is a military knowledge transfer company, which delivers a full Vinnell Arabia is a military knowledge transfer company, which delivers a full 
range of products and services for rotary winged aviation forces, as well as range of products and services for rotary winged aviation forces, as well as 
customized doctrine-based aviation training, full-scope maintenance, logistics customized doctrine-based aviation training, full-scope maintenance, logistics 
support services and military translation solutions. We have a respected history support services and military translation solutions. We have a respected history 
in supporting the Ministry of National Guard, US Army Office of the Program in supporting the Ministry of National Guard, US Army Office of the Program 
Manager, and Saudi Arabian National Guard (OPM-SANG); a relationship that Manager, and Saudi Arabian National Guard (OPM-SANG); a relationship that 
spans over 48 years. We have been the leader in providing US military subject spans over 48 years. We have been the leader in providing US military subject 
matter expert labor, customized doctrine-based aviation training, and full-scope matter expert labor, customized doctrine-based aviation training, and full-scope 
maintenance and logistics support services in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Join maintenance and logistics support services in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Join 
our winning team!our winning team!
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